Features of The Hive’s innovative hex structure include:

Gamified obstacle-course experience
to challenge a new generation of
thrill-seekers

1—Hex Core:
Iconic engineering and design create a striking
visual signature, making this attraction
impossible to ignore.
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Up your family entertainment game with The Hive—an innovative, interactive obstacle
based challenge course designed for older thrill-seeking kids and young adults. Its
innovative hex structure houses a broad spectrum of challenges uniquely designed to
push the limits of the body, engage the imagination, and dazzle the senses.
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The Hive Advantages

—Creates opportunities for memorable team-building and birthday party experiences
—Adds an awe-inspiring signature attraction without requiring a large footprint
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—Encourages competitors and observers to join in an interactive, multi-generational experience
—Adds enough variety, thrill and challenge to justify higher admission costs

2—Ball Obstacle:
Climb up or squeeze through to reach the game
sensor as quickly as you can.
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4—Game Targets:
The two-sided light game sensors enhance the
visual impact and increase interaction among
competitors, teammates, and outside observers.
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3—Adventure Ropes:
Conquer the climbing experience with strategic
configurations and positions of adventure ropes.
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Action-packed features
All the action in The Hive centers around an imposing hexagonal hub. Both
competitors and observers experience an interconnecting network of challenges
built for adrenaline-pumping adventure.

5—Control Station:
Hosts the start button to activate the game and
shows the running and final score.
6—Top Level Barrier Nets:
Elevate the climbing experience and create
additional opportunities to pass other
competitors.

7—No-Fly Zone:
Prevents climbing outside the unit while
improving visibility to monitor the action inside.
8—Hammock Zone:
Create a safe space to catch your second wind.
Observe other competitors and devise your
winning strategy.
9—Scoreboard:
Showcases the game’s score on a large display
constructed of ultra-tough material built to
withstand the toughest competition.
10—Perforated Steel Walls:
Define the space, optimize traffic flow, and
identify the game’s entrance and exit.
11—Performance Mats:
Exclusively designed for The Hive, these
performance mats provide exceptional durability
in high-traffic environments.

Add a little more adventure
for junior thrill-seekers
Adventure spheres offer an exciting, interactive companion to The Hive. This mini-course is specifically
designed to gamify your adventure attraction with age-appropriate thrills like an interactive light show
and a spherical climbing challenge that pushes younger kids’ confidence to new heights.

Interactive Challenge Course

Sphere Obstacles:

Climb through a cluster of soft-sculpted spheres in a variety
of sizes and unique climbing patterns that create an open
play adventure designed with smaller kids in mind.

Light Walk:

Create a dazzling light show by stepping from one light-up
sphere to another.

Ground Game:

Expand the play space with custom carpet designs that
provide a safe and eye-catching play surface for your facility.

Gamified obstacle-course experience to challenge a new generation of thrill-seekers.
SPECIFICATIONS:
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Course Footprint

28.5’ (8.7m) x 9.7’ (3m) x 16.6’ (5.1m)

Minimum Site Dimension

33’ (10m) x 15’ (5m) x 18’ (5.5m)

Through Put

120 per hour

Minimum Participant’s Height

48’’

Maximum Participant’s Weight

250 lbs.

Recommended Staff Members
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Junior Course Min. Site Dimension

14’ x 29’

